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In this book, we'll provide you with the tools to end your horse's problem behavior and develop

lesson plans so your horse will respond every time you ask. General training principles work

together with specific lessons to help you fine-tune each lesson to your and your horse's ability and

experience level. We'll help you solve the most common - and most dangerous - horse behaviors.

Moving beyond problem-solving to improving performance, we give you an understanding of how

horses learn, and the tools you need to develop your own lesson plans. And when the work's all

done, there are several chapters on just having fun with your horse - your perfect horse.
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This is a great book, easy to understand and includes pictures (which are very helpful to the visually

oriented) and lots of good information. I have been using this and several other John Lyons books

to work with my mares and improve our relationship. Using this book in particular I have learned the

difference between being a reactive (bad) rider and an active (good) rider which is very helpful in my

situation since my mare has problems accepting me as the alpha mare and doesnt think she has to

do what I ask of her at times, using Lyons's methods has helped me to be in more control of my

horse and her to respect me more.

A very informative book for any one in the training of horses or needing help in almost any area of

training these wonderful animals and understanding them. Also what is needed from you to achieve



certain goals for you and your horse.

I heard about John Lyons years ago and began reading articles he had written. I was very

impressed with his philosophy on horse training, basically by using "horse psychology" to get into

the horse's head and think the way the horse thinks. When you understand that, it is much easier to

train the horse to do what you want it to. It is also much more effective than trying to force the horse

to do your will. I highly recommend this book to anyone who owns a horse or plans to buy one. I

have used some of his training methods and they work. You will not be disappointed.

I have a horse that I wanted to stop biting by using natural horsemansip. John Lyons is an excellent

natural horsemanship trainer. This book has helped find a way to do that. I ordered a used book and

it came looking as good as new. I am very pleased with the availability of the books I've from  and it

arrives in a reasonable mail time.

The best part about John Lyons' books is he gets you to think about not just what you and the horse

are doing, but why. Then he goes on to show you how to make things better:)

This book was recommended by a friend. I'm so glad I listened and bought the book. Very insightful

information reguarding the thinking process of the horse.

John and Josh Lyons books are always great books to train with and also to go back to the basics

with an already trained horse that needs fine tuned.
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